REQUEST FOR EXPRESSION OF INTEREST
(CONSULTING SERVICES - FIRM)

1. The Government of Republic of Angola has received a loan from the African Development Bank, ADF, in various currencies towards the cost of Financial Management Support Project - PAGEF. It is intended that part of the proceeds of this loan will be applied to contract a firm to develop a Regulation to the Law to Valuate Public Properties, for the DNPE (Direcção Nacional do Património do Estado). The services shall be provided in Luanda.

2. In Angola, the legal framework for non-financial assets is the Law 18/2010, which includes some directives for valuation purposes. It is however necessary to develop a specific regulation to the referred law in order to detail the procedures, the methodologies, the tools, etc necessary to undertake the appropriate valuation of the public properties. The new regulation to be prepared shall be in line with the modern practices in order to provide DNPE with reliable information for decision-making on the resource allocation, performance measurement and accountability of public properties. The regulation to be prepared shall also enable DNPE to undertake a fair value valuation on a regular basis and ensure that the public properties reflect their fair value in the financial statements. The new regulation to the Law shall be in accordance to the Angolan legislation.

3. The Ministry of Finance now invites qualified Consultants/Firms to indicate their interest in providing these services. Interested Consultants must demonstrate their qualifications and provide information regarding their background and experience, description of similar assignments, experience in similar conditions, availability of appropriate skills among staff, language proficiency; etc.

4. The eligibility criteria, establishment of the short-list and the selection procedure shall be in accordance with the African Development Bank's "Rules and Procedures for the use of Consultants" edition of May 2008 Revised July 2012, which is available on the Bank's website at http:www.afdb.org. Expression of interest by a consultant does not imply any obligation on the part of Ministry of Finance to include the Consultants in the shortlist.

5. Interested Consultants may obtain further information at the address below during office hours between 9:00 to 16:00 hours (local time).

6. Expression of interest must be delivered to the address below by January 9, 2017 at 15.00 hours (local time) and mention "Expression of interest – Regulation to the Law to Valuate Public Properties, for the DNPE ".

Financial Management Support Project - PAGEF
Attn: Dr. João Boa Francisco Quihipa
Coordenador do Projecto
PAGEF, Edifício Dália Plaza, Av. de Portugal, Nº31-35, 2º Piso
Luanda - República de Angola
Email: concurso.pagef@gmail.com